
FIVE PART HIRING FRAMEWORK

The best available talent that our
organization can afford.

There are four characters when hiring:
 The victim, the villain, the hero, and the guide.

 

If we play the hero or guide, our lives, and the organizations we work for will flourish (StoryBrand/ Donald
Miller.) The hard part is being self-aware enough to know which character we are playing. Hiring is simply

risk mitigation. When it comes to hiring the hard part is discerning which character is sitting across from us in
the interview. Obviously, we only want to hire heroes and guides.

Anatomy of a High Potential: True Heroes and Guides are either high performers or high potentials.  If our
hiring timeline allows, we always recommend hiring  a HiPo versus a HiPer.

High potentials always deliver strong results (credibly,) master new types of expertise, and recognize that
behavior counts. But it’s their intangible X factors that truly distinguish them from the crowd.

 

The Four X Factors of High Potentials:
1. Drive to excel (wired to go the second mile)

2. Catalytic learning capability (Relentless learners, but scanning for new ideas)
3. Enterprising spirit (search for productive ways to blaze new trails)

4. Dynamic sensors (have a feel for timing to avoid danger or capitalize on opportunity)

HIRING GOAL:

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR: 

ANATOMY OF A HIGH POTENTIAL:
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1) Requirements. 
2) Compensation. 

3) Time to Fill

THREE LEVERS OF HIRING:
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When deciding to ultimately make an offer to the best available talent your organization can afford, we recommend
“weighting” your decision as follows:

- 40% of the decision: Background & Experience (properly navigating the candidate’s resume)
- 30% of the decision: Assessment (diagnostic tool – DISC, Myers Briggs, etc.)

 - 20% of the decision: Gut Feel (could I hang out with this person at a family BBQ)
- 10% of the decision: References (ideally a former supervisor)

SUGGESTED HIRING FORMULA:
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